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General Instructions: 
There are different types of motors as we discussed in theory session. We shall start by interfacing the PMDC 

motor and controlling its speed using PWM technique.  

Problem 3.1: PMDC Motor! 
As we discussed earlier, motors require high current to drive the shaft which cannot be sourced by the 

microcontroller. Hence, we use motor drivers which provide, in loose sense, an amplification in voltage and 

current as required by motor.  

We make use of L298 motor driver capable of sourcing 12V/2A and can drive 2 motors simulatneously. Each 

of motor control requires 1 PWM signal, 2 direction control signals and an enable signal. These 4 signals need 

to be generated by the Arduino. 

You will require a L298 board for this problem. Optionally, you might want to check the outputs of your program 

visually using LED/SW board by connecting the 4 control signal pins to LEDs and observe their behavior. 

Problem 3.1.1: Full throttle! 
Let’s forget speed control for the moment. Connect PWM pin to Vcc (5V) and rest of direction control and 

enable signal to respective logics. See if motor runs properly. 

 

Problem 3.1.2: Speed control… 
Next step is to control the speed. We have already explored bang-bang pwm-control for dimming the led. You 

may use that approach to achieve the speed control. In fact, by this method, you may control speed of as large 

as 20 motors independently.  

There exists another method, which employs inbuilt hardware timers. Arduino features 6 PWM pins. The output 

on these pins is controlled by analogWrite(0-255) function. For more details on the function, refer to 

documentation. Make use of analogWrite function to achieve the speed control.  

 

 Objectives 
 In this lab, we shall interface different types of motors with Arduino. We shall get conversant  

with  PWM concept and control the speed of motor using this technique.  

Also, we shall attempt to make a eye sensor. 



 

Problem 3.1.3: Direction Reversal…  
We have discussed the issues of high current during direction reversal in theory session. A way to get around 

this current-jump is to brake the motor for some duration before reversing it. Write a function reverse() which 

when called reverses the direction of motor safely. 

Problem 3.2: Servo Control… 
Next we move to second most common motor – servo motor. Servo motor holds its shaft at designated angle. 

This angle is decided by the duration of the pulse that’s provided as signal to it. To control the shaft angle of 

servo, we need to generate this signal. Specifications of servo we are using 

Problem 3.2.1: Point me to o… 
Write a function servo(angle) which when called with desired angle actuates the servo accordingly. 

 

Problem 3.2.2: LDR Eye 
Recall the Problem 1.2.3. If you did not attempt that problem earlier, it’s highly recommended that you do so 

before solving this problem. 

We shall use the same assembly, but this time mounted on a servo. Our job is pretty simple. Our LDR Eye must 

point to light source (which will be provided in lab).  

Think how would you go about inferring the position of light source using Analog Board and then use your servo 

function to make the eye point the light source. 

 

Problem 3.3: Stepper Motor… 

Stepper motor works on different principle and  we would require 4 control signals. You might write the code 
all by yourself as we did for pmdc and servo motor. But let’s use the Stepper library available for this problem. 

Stepper library features step(number) function which we would require for this problem. You may refer to 

documentation of library at this link. 

 

Problem 3.3.1: LDR Eye… 
Well, we will attempt the same problem as 3.2.2 but making use of stepper motor. Let’s use our LDR Eye and 

point to light source. This time, let us employ a clever trick.  

 

Figure 3.1 

http://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/Stepper


 

 

Instead of computing an estimate of angle at which the light source is, we will use a closed loop system. We 

know that, when Eye looks towards light source, reading from analogRead is roughly half (i.e. 512). So we keep 

rotating until we reach a state where our reading is roughly 512 (the question is how do we capture this roughly 

512). Implement the system shown in Figure 3.1.  

Choose different gain value ‘k’ and see the output results. 

 

 

Have fun… 

Keep Learning! 


